INTRODUCTION


In the diagnosis process of conventional x-ray imaging of lungs, radiology physician observation is done visually. This observation becomes more difficult when the existing tissue is wanted to be distinguished from the absence of an early tumor in the lung tissue. In addition to that, noise from x-ray scattering of the environment against image brightness makes it more difficult to interpret the observation. In general, images generated from conventional lung x-ray are considered as the detection tool of early lung tumors, but serious  Corresponding author. E-mail address: tumpal@matanauniversity.ac.id DOI: https://doi.org/10.17146/aij. 2019.860 errors in diagnostic could have adverse effects, or even can lead to the death of the patient [1] .
There are several studies about early lung cancer detection system. Lingayat and Tarambale [2] , Patil and Udupi [3] , also Ramaraju and Praveen [4] have identified and characterized lung tumor objects that measure the area, perimeter and shape or irregularity of tumor objects. Kumar and Saini have detected lung cancer using artificial neural networks, however the characterization of cancer object has not been identified [5] . In the present study, the tumor objects are classified and also characterized using artificial neural networks. The goal of the research is to obtain a smart application program or intelligent machine to detect and classify early tumor type using artificial neural network. This correct detection results may help radiologists in analyzing and diagnosing patients' illnesses more accurately, so that early lung tumor test results can help patients in treatment by avoiding risk or no risk. For patients, the results of this study may be useful for identifying early lung tumor types, so the risk for wrong patient treatments can be minimized. Patients who used this conventional lung x-ray modality, in addition to paying cheaper, also received lower radiation dose, compared to alternative methods using CT scan modalities. As for radiology physicians, research results can be useful in assisting radiologists in identifying and classifying patients' tumor types quickly.
THEORY
Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are information processing systems that contain many neurons for highly interconnected processing [6, 7] . Neural Networks is a form of multiprocessor computer system with high-level interconnects, simple processing elements, adaptive interactions between elements and messages. These neurons work together in a distributed manner: (i) to learn from input information, (ii) to coordinate internal processes, and (iii) to optimize the outcomes. It is like someone who learns from their experience. There are two types of learning methods that are supervised and unattended. Controlled learning is a learning process that needs to be trained first with a lot of data whereas unattended learning does not require a willing response. The ANN plays an important and impressive role to overcome various health problems such as acute illness and even other minor illnesses. The Hopfield Neural Network (HNN) and FCM (Fuzzy C-Means) algorithms for color image segmentation and comparing their classification with their studies show that HNN is better than FCM, and successfully allows the excavation of the nuclear and cytoplasmic regions [8, 9] . Based on the image is done detection of true positive nodule candidate in the lung [10] . A lung segmentation technique was proposed by other researchers, to improve the accuracy of segmentation as well as to separate and combat trachea from the lungs. Digital image processing techniques have been used to achieve better quality and accuracy [11] , and to illustrate the development of algorithms that detects lung cancer symptoms in x-ray films by simulating the Cellular Neural Network template [12] . Sensitivity is also important in this aspect as a result of the use of the Massive Training ANN filter, the peculiarity and sensitivity of the CAD system increased significantly with the image difference technique achieving the 96 % sensitivity reported by Suzuki [13] .
METHODOLOGY
Research methodology is directed to achieve research objectives. The purpose of the research will be achieved by the acquisition of a model and intelligent application program with the artificial neural network method. The process of identification and classification of early tumors is done based on conventional lung x-ray image processing and ANN process. These results can be used to improve visual observation of the object being observed. The steps taken to achieve the goal are as follows [5] .
The first step: initiating preliminary process and characterization of object detection
In preliminary process, image processing framework consists of sequential steps: (i) image noise reduction, (ii) image enhancement, (iii) lung organ segmentation, (iv) object edge detection, and (v) tumor boundary detection. All of the samples processing is done with the Matlab GUI program.
For the image noise reduction, with the reason that the process is easier and simpler, the samples of lung x-ray images are converted into gray scale format. Gray scale images carry intensity values only. This image is also known as white (highest intensity) and black (lowest intensity) and among them is gray.
After the object is converted to gray scale image then the image enhancement process is carried out by the spatial domain filtering technique with averaging mean. In general, the image enhancement includes not only limited to intensity and contrast manipulation but also reduces noise, eliminates background and sharpens borders.
Subsequent to the enhancement process, the threshold segmentation process for lung organ segmentation and object edge detection are conducted. The image containing the structure is dark in the bright background, then thresholding can be used to separate the structure [5] .
The filtering average results are converted into binary format through the specified threshold value. Separation feature of malignant and nonmalignant tumors in x-ray images is based on low contrast, whereas non-malignant tumors do not show light or are too dark. This research will use multi-level threshold value to classify any point in (x, y) in image.
Following observing all x-ray images in the database, the pixels in the malignant tumor are calculated in the range of values. The pixel value which is less than T 2 and greater than T 1 is the background set to zero. A pixel whose value lies between T 1 and T 2 , maintains its pixel value. After this process, then the image is converted into binary format, by setting all the foreground pixel values equal to 255 [5] .
In characterization of object detection, the feature is extracted based on the classification process on x-ray binary image [6] . This is a set of connected pixels. It lies on the boundary between the two regions and is detected by the Sobel method because of its accuracy. The extracted features are characterized as area, perimeter and shape. Area, perimeter and shape are scalar values. This feature is used to develop diagnostic rules in detecting malignant tumors.
The second step: perform process identification and classification by artificial neural network with deep structural learning
Artificial neural networks were developed for the classification of tumor types after applying the training and the testing process. Artificial neural networks consist of three main layers, namely the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) . This research uses back propagation algorithm [14] [15] [16] . The usefulness of this algorithm is to reduce errors generated by the difference between the actual output and the expected results accurately. Artificial neural networks using Matlab NNTOOL give results, which show the performance of ANN with graphics [5] .
Research path identification and classification of tumor types
Neuron modeling has Xp input of p, derived from another cell or from external input (not from neuron). Furthermore, each input given weighted Wk. Each Xp input will be multiplied by the corresponding weights of Wk. For all the multiplication result will be summed up as in equation 1 as below. (1) where X j is the input signal, W kj represents the weight of nerve synapses k, p is the number of input signal, and uk is a linear combiner output depending on the input signal. The result of the equation will be the input for the activation function to obtain the degree of output signal in the neuron, where there are various types of activation functions. For the type of sigmoid function can be described by equation 2, where Yk is the output of activation function. The graph of sigmoid function is shown in Fig. 4 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Image processing results
The image processing methods (enhancement, segmentation and feature separation) [1, 5] were performed for each of 50 standard lung x-ray samples of parents, of which 25 are lung nodule samples (LN) and the remaining 25 are non-lung nodule samples (NLN). The example of image processing results for lung nodule samples are given in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , each of the white dots represents the lung nodule that has been separated from the x-ray image of the lung. The size and the shape of lung nodule objects varies from one image to another. To find out the character of each object, a further process is required in determining the value of area and perimeter. The area and perimeter values dictate the value of shape variable. Of the 25 lung nodule samples, 20 samples were used for training and 5 samples were used to test the neural network. In each lung nodule, the perimeter value, the area and the size of the shape of the object were calculated using Matlab program [2, 4] . The calculation results are presented in Table 1 . The calculated values of perimeter, area and shape size are shown in Table 2 . The shape values of all objects in Table 1 are close to one, which corresponds to circular object. As noted, the higher the shape value, the higher is the probability of the object being a lung nodule [3] . Conversely, if the value of the shape of the object is much less than one or close to zero then the probability of the object as lung nodule is low or non-lung nodule [3] . The shape values of the test samples are also close to one, which means that the probability level of the object as the lung nodule is quite high. The calculation results of object shape value are shown in Table 2 at column 4. The next 25 samples are non-lung nodule samples, in which twenty samples were used for training and five samples were used for testing of neural network. In each non-lung object, the size of the perimeter, the area and the shape of the object are calculated using Matlab program [1] , which are shown in Table 3 . The shape values in Table 3 are significantly lower than 1, meaning the objects are not classified as having circular shapes [2, 4] . This also means that the probability of the objects being lung nodules are low or the objects are more likely non-lung nodules.
For testing of artificial neural network, there are 5 standard samples of non-lung nodule as shown in Table 4 . 
Results of artificial neural network training
The artificial neural network (ANN) training is done using Matlab application program, in which it utilizes 1 input layer, 1 output layer and 10 hidden layers. The input layer uses 3 type of parameters (perimeter, area, and shape value) and the output layer has two possible values: nodule and nonnodule. The program learns using 40 samples consisting of 20 lung nodule samples and 20 nonlung nodule samples were analyzed in the training. While for testing, ANN utilizes 5 samples of lung nodule and 5 samples of non-lung nodule. The targets used in the training were 40 samples, in which the outputs are 1 for lung nodule type and -1 for non-lung nodule sample, respectively. Figure 6 shows the input mapping with output on ANN [6] . As shown in Fig. 7 , the value of regress is 0.99992, which means that the output value of the ANN process is almost the same as the planned target value. After the target value is equal to the output value of the ANN process, as shown in Fig. 7 , then the training process of the sample is done.
Results of artificial neural network testing
The graph in Fig. 7 , shows the value of regress, h = 0.99992, which means that strong predictive power of this value is also shown in Fig. 7 in which the output value coincides with the target value where the target graph and the output are almost the same. After the target value is almost equal to the output value of the ANN process, then the sample testing process is done. ANN learns the samples based on known parameters such as perimeter, area, and shape values. The value of the test results by ANN on test samples of lung nodule (LNu) is shown in Table 5 at line 1, whereas the value of the calculation using Matlab is at line 3. The value on line 1 is almost equal to value in line 3. This test results indicate that ANN has been successfully educated/trained to recognize sample. The sample has been identified with a known shape value as lung nodule. Table 6 presents test result of 5 standard test samples of non-lung nodule (NLNu) which is assumed as the test sample. Previously, ANN had been educated to recognize the NLNu sample with the target value being minus one (-1). After that, ANN is tested with 5 test samples. The perimeter, area and shape values of each of the 5 test samples are made into the process inputs on ANN. The result of the 5 test samples is shown at line 1, which are minus one (-1). This value is equal to the target or destination value for NLNu sample identification. The similarity between the target value and the test results proves that ANN identified well the 5 test samples are NLNu. In line 3, there is a value of each shape of 5 test samples calculated based on image processing with Matlab.
CONCLUSION
Artificial neural network (ANN) training program using Matlab application, utilizes ten hidden layers of neural networks, one-layer output, and three types of input. After the neural network training with 40 samples the program proceeds with predicting output of 10 mixed samples. The ANN calculation results show 100 % agreement with the reference data, therefore it can be concluded that ANN has successfully identified all 10 test images that consists of 5 samples of early lung nodule (cancer) and 5 samples of non-lung nodule.
